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September 2022
Welcome to the latest issue of our in-house magazine Love and Compassion - brought to you by the
Spiritual Companions Trust.
The first issue was a huge success with over 1.5k readers. Thank you, everyone, for your love and
engagement.
We hope you enjoy the latest addition....
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Latest News And Highlights

Twenty-Six New Spiritual Companions
Our most recent diploma course has just ended with twenty-six successfully completing.
This was the first time we have delivered the qualification - Diploma in Practical Spirituality &
Wellness - online. We used Zoom and Moodle as our platforms, and scheduled twenty-seven 3-hour
sessions over a year.
The first sessions were wobbly as we learned how best to use the tech, but the students were kind
and patient.
The course was delivered by a team of five - John Abdey, William Bloom, Angela Sellens Drake, Izzy
Valenti and Sarah Jane Williamson; Linda Toms supported with assessment and quality assurance.
When the course was over, the delivery team met twice to reflect on the process and what needed
improvement and change. There were some useful insights, but most of all we felt hugely grateful
for the wonderful group of students. They were experienced, loving and intelligent adults. They
forgave us our errors and supported us as we learned how to deliver online. Their attitude and vibe
were a complete blessing.

1 - A short video of feedback and appreciation from some of the students.

Reflections on the Diploma Course from Three Graduates

From day one we have been encouraged to share our thoughts and feelings and receive non intrusive support which has made me more confident of my ability to have thoughtful conversations
with others around spirituality. Exploring my spiritual purpose and how to effect meaning in my daily
life has shown me how to create a space which is not only safe and nurturing, but which allows for
open, authentic, transparent disclosure of sometimes painful truths, and I have witnessed powerful
healing in this space.
Sharing and witnessing each other’s vulnerabilities shows us that we are not alone, and this has
enabled me to reflect on the true nature of belonging. At an energetic level our soul has a memory
of peace and harmony, so our spiritual practices of love, compassion and self-care are vital to our
well-being. The process of allowing time to pause and be still, surrender and be present, strengthens
our inner witness and connection to all humanity.

In summary these last nine months have been a fully immersive experience of CONNECTION –
connection to self, connection to nature and connection to each other. Finding the balance between
each is a formula that can keep us aligned with our own beliefs, purpose, and integrity, healed and
respectful of nature, and heard and seen by others, whilst witnessing their journey too. Thank you
for the reminder to keep these three areas at the forefront of our being so we can continue to enjoy
a fulfilling, grounded and energised experience of life.
I am so grateful for the time we have shared – the soul searching, the embodied self-awareness and
honesty demanded of us – it has been a truly enriching and healing experience - thank you.
💚 Pauline Wickens

2 - Pauline Wickens

There are certain things that we can't really explain or describe with words. My experience with this
course is one of them. How can you explain or describe the feeling of finding the safe place you
always craved for? The feeling of finally finding your tribe? Of knowing how it feels like to be fully
heard and understood? To be encouraged to be yourself? This isn't just a course or a class. Be
prepared to have a massive change in perspective. Be ready to be loved, supported and celebrated
like never before. Give yourself the chance to experience this. I'm glad I did.
Ani Bustos

3 - Ani Bustos

Like most of the major decisions in my life, doing the Spiritual Companions diploma course was heart
led with head justification, happily in this case they were both right! I had been looking forward to
spending a weekend a month in Glastonbury but quickly accepted that Zoom was the only option
and am now of the opinion that it may have made the experience more profound. Checking in with
the group weekly, combined with a lovely tutor group WhatsApp chat brought the course into
everyday life immediately and in a very real way.
In my professional life (McTimoney Chiropractor/Clinic Director) our CPD focus has been shifting to
communication skills over the last couple of years and this course definitely helped with that – using
the structured listening sessions was a huge lesson in how rarely I give anything my full
attention. The quality of the teaching and the way that the educators held the energy of the group
was exemplary and inspirational, there was always absolute clarity around what was expected of us
and also unlimited support if we required it.
In terms of deepening my own spiritual connection and also getting to understand myself better the
course was invaluable, offering a wide range of insights and ideas in a practical as well as an
intellectual way. The support offered in terms of taking the work into everyday life is also very
thorough and also personalised – I feel like I’m still at the beginning of processing the enormity of
the experience whilst also wanting it to continue forever.
Rebecca Taylor DC FMCA MRCC — Cowes Chiropractic Clinic

4 - Rebecca Taylor

Secrets of Spiritual Health Programme to be Hosted by Findhorn
Foundation

The Findhorn Foundation will be hosting an online version of the Secrets course faci litated by
William Bloom. Starting 7th September
The Secrets course is the essence of the best that the Spiritual Companions Trust has to offer. It is
also the gateway course on to the diploma qualification.
For more information click here
*
Martine Moorby is also delivering the Secrets course starting on 18th October. For more
information click here

Therapy Supported by Horses

Therapy Supported by Horses
Sarah Jane Williamson, a Spiritual Companions educator and CEO of the Mare & Foal Sanctuary, is
now leading equine assisted services at their beautiful location on Dartmoor. "We provide humanequine interaction through equine assisted learning and equine assisted activities with our rescued
horses and ponies to children, young people and adults in our community. " For more information
click here

5 - Sa ra h Jane a nd fri end

Stories and Practice: Edutainment by William Bloom
One of our team recently gave a presentation on our work and they were asked: Why don't you use
more stories in your teaching?

6 - Wi l liam Bloom — Di rector Spiritual Companions Trust

The question was referring to the kinds of stories and fables that are used so often in rel igious
teachings.
In The Bible, for example, I think immediately of the Good Samaritan. Zen stories also spring to my
mind, such as would-be disciples being made to repeatedly dig deep holes and then refill them.
These stories are really useful for illustrating and inspiring values and shifts in attitude. They also
entertain. Those of us who teach know the value of edutainment.
The teaching in Spiritual Companions has a strong focus on ethics and service, but is al so directly
about spiritual practice — what we actually do.. Our team has spent years exploring the core
practices to be found at the heart of all spiritual traditions and making them accessible to everyone.
I remember one of the SC educators, Kate Bird, exclaiming in the early days of this project, We don't
just talk about spirituality. We share with people what they can actually do.
In a way, then, our approach is like yoga, prayer, meditation or Tai Chi. We want folk to do
something - to get into the groove of daily practice. In our teaching we describe how different types
of people do their practice, but most importantly we help people understand and develop what
actually works best for them. It is like cooking. You can watch the programmes and read the books,
but the proof of the the pudding is in the eating - and the cooking! This is another way of saying: Just
do it.
We can summarise the essence of what we ask people to do:

•

Become aware of the circumstances in which you most easily connect with and ex perience
the wonder and energy of life (whatever you call it: God, Spirit, Goddess, Source, Tao . . .)

•

Mindfully create or notice those circumstances every day (nature, music, reading,
meditation, etc.)

•

Notice the subtle sensations and feelings of your spiritual connection, and allow those
feelings to enter you more deeply - empty, yield, surrender . . .

•

Compassionately and honestly reflect and guide your development.

•

Practise compassion and kindness to everyone and everything.

All of that is the underlying theme, the subtext, of so many great stories.

New Evidence for Health Benefits of Spirituality

Good news.....
JAMA the journal of the American Medical Association has just published new evidence for the
physical and mental health benefits of spirituality.*
“This study represents the most rigorous and comprehensive systematic analysis of the modern -day
literature regarding health and spirituality to date,” said Tracy Balboni, lead author and professor of
oncology at Harvard Medical School. “Our findings indicate that attention to spirituality in serious
illness and in health should be a vital part of future whole pe rson-centred care.”

In summary the conclusions of the paper are clear: People who describe themselves as spiritual tend
to live longer, smoke and drink less, and have better mental health.
This research mirrors exactly what was found in Harold Koenig’s 2012 paper** which reviewed over
3,300 studies of health and religion/spirituality; and also in the 2009 paper by McCullough and
Willoughby***, which analysed eight decades of rigorous research and concluded: ‘Believers
performed better, had better health and greater happiness, and lived longer than non-believers. . . .
were, on average, 29 % more likely to be alive at any given follow-up point . . . 25% reduction in
mortality….’
How are these benefits achieved?

Here is one way of understanding how spirituality benefits you.
Your body is an interdependent and holistic system.
Connection with the wonder and energy of life (by whatever name)
•

Helps develop harmony, calm and flow

•

Brings a sense of oneness and community with nature and cosmos that soothes loneliness

•

Creates meaning and purpose in a confusing and complex world

•

Supports and encourages love, service and compassion

All of this can cascade through your mind, emotions and body, improving wellbeing.
*

To support people in exploring spirituality and how to put it into practice, we in the Spiritual
Companions Trust have developed this free resource ‘Secrets of Spiritual Health’ and we also deliver
a 10-hour practical programme. For more information: https://spiritualcompanions.org/secrets-ofspiritual-health/
References:
*https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2794049
**Harold D Koenig : “Religion, Spirituality, and Health: The Research and Clinical Implications”,
International Scholarly Research Network Psychiatry Volume 2012, Article ID 278730
***Michael E. McCullough and Brian L. B. Willoughby, ‘Religion, Self-Regulation, and Self-Control:
Associations, Explanations and Implications’, Psychological Bulletin, January 2009

The Three Vinegar Tasters and The Pensieve - Two short pieces by
John Abdey
One of my favourite images is that of the ancient Chinese picture called The Three Vinegar Tasters.

7 - John Abdey - Spiritual Companions Educator

There are lots of variants. These depict three old men standing around a pot, just having tasted its
contents. The old men are said to represent the founders of the three great religions of old China Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism, The pot turns out to contain vinegar and this picture shows
their reactions to it with Confucius screwing up his face in distaste, the Buddha totally dispassionate
(vinegar or finest wine, what is the difference?) and Lao-Tzu enviously enjoying every mouth full.

I place my own interpretation on this and so to me the pot contains the happenings of life that I get
to taste and my response to them. Do I experience them as distasteful, dispassionately or with total
enjoyment? It all depends on the day of the week and the phase of the moon, no doubt.
The Pensieve
Despite having been a meditator for decades, I still have occasional problems with my monkey mind,
which leaps all over the place, especially when I have internal stuff going on in my emotional and
mental worlds.
As I was pondering this challenge, the image of Albus Dumbledore's Pensieve came to mind. For
those of you who have not read the Harry Potter books, a Pensieve is a very powerful and rare
magical item that can be used to store and review memories. When in use, a silvery light shines from
its contents. Dumbledore said that when using the Pensieve, "one simply siphons the excess
thoughts from one's mind, pours them into the basin, and examines them at one's leisure. It
becomes easier to spot patterns and links, you understand, when they are in this fo rm." Once
memories were siphoned into the Pensieve, they could then be viewed from a non -participant,
third-person point of view.
I wondered whether I could create something similar for myself that I could just divert these
thoughts into while I was meditating when they weren't helpful and keep them for later to review or
not as the case may be. I thought it might be fun to try; all it would need would be my own intent, a
bowl or dish to act as a Pensieve and something to act as a wand, which is what Dumble dore used to
take the thoughts, as silvery light, from his temple to the Pensieve.
I have a beautiful ceramic goblet from Iona that I am not using for anything else at the moment that
could become the Pensieve and then my eyes were drawn to a large vulture feather that I was given
by a friend 30 years ago (I can't remember why) and it occurred to me that this could be the 'wand'.
When I looked up the significance of the vulture on google I found that "Vulture symbolizes purity,
restoring harmony, preventing the spread of disease, and being noticed for what you do instead of
how you appear" and that "the vulture symbolism is linked to death, rebirth, equalizing,
perception, trust, seriousness, resourcefulness, intelligence, cleanliness, and protection", all of
which I find interesting. Much for me to think about why I am being drawn to this energy at this
time.
So I am going to give this a try and see what happens. Whenever thoughts arise during my
meditation that are not useful in the moment, I am going to touch my temple with the feather and
visualise the thoughts streaming into my Pensieve for examination later. I'll let you know how I get
on.

Deprivation of Liberty — Some Practical and Spiritual Advice from
Spiritual Companions trustee and solicitor, Dorothy Turner

8 - Dorothy Turner

What happens to the Spiritual needs of someone in a hospital or care home who is prevented
from going out to meet friends or visit places where they previously drew spiritual sustenance?
If they identify as spiritual but not religious, the hospital Chaplain might not be the right person for
them.
Sometimes people find themselves in situations where quite unexpectedly they face being deprived
of their liberty. Take Alice for example, who in her late seventies suddenly began to relive traumatic
wartime memories. Her husband and ‘spiritual rock’ was overseas visiting relatives at the time. In
her traumatised state Alice was unable to look after herself and decisions had to made about how
best to care for her which involved a regime of supervision and control that deprived her of her
liberty. In her traumatised state Alice badly needed the comforting presence of a kindred soul,
someone to sit with her and hold space while she processed what was going on in ternally.
Many Spiritual Companions or Spiritual Caregivers visit people in such circumstances, but did you
know that as a Companion or Caregiver there is a pivotal role you can play in the process of
supporting someone who faces being deprived of their li berty?
Where a care home or hospital plan to deprive someone of their liberty, they must first get
permission and follow a procedure called the Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLs)
Article 5 of the Human Rights Act states that everyone has the right to liberty and security of person
and that no one shall be deprived of their liberty unless in accordance with a procedure prescribed
in law.
DoLs is the procedure prescribed by law in England and Wales and DoLS ensures that people who
cannot consent to their care arrangements are protected if those arrangements deprive them of
their liberty.
Safeguards include; carrying out an assessment to check that the arrangements are necessary and in
the person’s best interest and appointing a 'Relevant Person’s Representative' to provide support
and act in the person’s best interests. This Representative is given certain rights, including the right
to challenge a DoLs authorisation through the Court of Protection if they consider that it is not
appropriate.

The Representative can be a family member, friend or carer and the assessment will usually identify
who is the best person for this role.
There is no reason why an SC or Spiritual Caregiver should not get involved in the process and put
themselves forward to be considered as the Relevant Person’s Representative.
As well as providing support and representation and acting in the person’s best interests the
Relevant Person’s Representative must maintain regular contact with the person in order to monitor
their situation and support them in all matters relating to the authorisation, including requesting a
review, submitting complaints or making an application to the Court of Protection.
The Representative doesn’t have to go it alone, they can be helped by an Independent Mental
Capacity Advocate.
To become a representative, you must be over 18; able to maintain regular face -to-face contact with
the person concerned and be willing to be appointed.
If there isn’t an available or suitable relative or friend able to take on the role of Representative then
the local authority or health board must choose a paid Representative.
The Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS) only apply to people who are in a care home or
hospital, including where there are plans to move them to a care home or hospital, where they may
be deprived of their liberty.
When a care home or hospital thinks it needs to deprive someone of their liberty, they have to ask
for this to be authorised by a supervisory body and they can do this up to 28 days in advance of
when they plan to deprive the person of their liberty.
The supervisory body appoints assessors to see if the legal requirements are met to allow the person
to be deprived of their liberty under the safeguards.
If any of the requirements are not met, deprivation of liberty cannot be authorised. This may mean
that the care home or hospital has to change its care plan so that the person can be supported in a
less restrictive way.
If all requirements are met, the supervisory body must authorise the deprivation of liberty and
inform the person and managing authority in writing.
The DoLs can be authorised for up to one year, but the deprivation of liberty doesn’t have to last for
the duration. Restrictions should stop as soon as they are not needed.
Conditions on the standard authorisation can be set by the supervisory body. These must be
followed by the managing authority.
Standard authorisations cannot be extended. If it is felt that a person still needs to be deprived of
their liberty at the end of an authorisation, the managing authority must request another standard
authorisation.
If there is a dispute about where a person should stay that dispute should be referred to the Court of
Protection.
Steps that you can take to be appointed as someone’s Representative
•

Put yourself forward!

•

If you feel that you may need support remember that you can seek the help of
an Independent Mental Capacity Advocate.

9 - FREEDOM AND COMPASSION

Three New Compassion Dialogues Coming This Autumn

We have a wonderful line-up of three new dialogues this Autumn. All at 7:30pm (London time) on
Zoom

Tuesday 11 October
Tim Freke
Gnostic Scholar and Standup Philosopher

Tuesday 8 November
Avril Price
The Tarot, Psychism and Psychology

Tuesday 13 December
David Spangler
Unconditional Love and Incarnational Spirituality

For more information and to reserve your place click
here: https://spiritualcompanions.org/compassiondialogues/

Community Build.....you share with us

Lizzie Simpson (poetry pen name 'Magenta Lizzie') - about one of my favourite sacred spaces,
Wicken Fen, where I find peace, love, joy and beauty.

'A Place to ...'

💚 A place to be.
💚 A place to be still.
💚 A place to breathe.
💚 A place to be carefree and relaxed.
💚 A place to soak dapple clouded light blue skies into weary bones.
💚 A place to wander away worries.

💚 A place of bygone stories weaved into bony branches.
💚 A place to sit on a wooden bench and raise a smiling face to warming amber rays.
💚 A place to feel Gaia's echos ripple quietly on still inlets.
💚 A place to hold hands and gaze into a soulmates heart.
💚 A place to stop, listen and hear the fish leap at the blink of an eye.
💚 A place of ancient traditions.
💚 A place to ask questions and hope for beautiful, truthful answers.
💚 A place to know joy and harmony.
💚 A place to pause reading pages of a favourite book.
💚 A place to steal sweethearts soft kisses.
💚 A place for whispering secrets to the swaying golden reeds.

💚 A place for trees to be a haven for an abundance of birdlife.
💚A place to weep fathomless oceans of tender willow tears.
💚 A place to capture an amazing photographic reel in the moment.

💚 A place to sip frothy mocha latte and savour a delicious sweet treat.
💚 A place to see Hen Harriers and Marsh Harriers rise in rhapsody swooping low to roost.
💚 A place to watch mother moon poetically singing her sunset song.
💚 A place to dance to your own rhythmic knowing.
💚 A place to spot a muntjack deer shapeshift into gnarly bushes.

💚 A place to see the sun dip melting into dusky indigo shadows.
💚A place to be nurtured and held in natures healing emerald cloak.
💚 A place to wonder and wait for magic to happen.

💚 A place to hear the oula owl hoot and screech her mystery.
💚 A place to see a ghostly mist rise hauntingly hugging the riverbank.
💚 A place to love life and let life love you back.
💚A place called Wicken Fen.
Magenta Lizzie, 16th January 2022 💚

Favourite Places

The Callanish Stones
Just sharing with you the most amazing place I have ever visited. The Callanish or Calanais Stone
Circle on the Isle of Lewis.
Wikipaedia says "The Callanish Stones are an arrangement of standing stones placed in a cruciform
pattern with a central stone circle. They were erected in the late Neolithic era, and were a focus for
ritual activity during the Bronze Age.” There is still an amazing energy there.
Jacqueline Moore

Bottom of My Garden
The photo is of the field at the bottom of my garden.
It belongs to my neighbours up the road. They are in their eighties but look after the field as though
it were their back garden. I feel so very grateful for that.
I naturally wake around 5am in the morning and often go down my garden to look over the field.
There is a stillness in the early morning that I feel is quite sacred and gives me a feeling of grace and
awe. The air feels different too.
I feel so blessed to live where I do, knowing that one day I might not have this space makes me even
more aware of how fortunate I am to live here.
The photo was actually taken in the evening, again a time of quiet and a place to reflect on the day.
We have had a family of foxes this year, they have a den in the hedge. Last week I watched as the
mother fox returned home and stood in the field for a good while feeding her hungry cubs. A
humbling experience. When I am at the bottom of the garden looking over what I consider a
beautiful landscape, I come home to my own inner landscape, I connect to nature, to life, to my soul.
I am present, aware and full of love.
Suzy

The beauty of the island of Santorini is my sacred space.. gazing into that stunning view just puts me
in touch with life in all its true essence.. it never fails to raise my spirits and give me a sense of awe..
and for those of you that find sacred music helps.. try these..
https://youtu.be/c_JPUgyxNeg
https://youtu.be/Zeh2KCuJ5GQ
Linda Baker

Soto Zen Buddhism

I’d like to share my story of the practice that has changed my life. It’s Soto Zen Buddhism.

I discovered it around five years ago when I saw a free zen meditation session advertised in
interfaith week.. I went along and have never looked back..
The power of silence when shared with other people. I hadn’t realised it was what I’d been looking
for all my life. And in that silence, learning acceptance of everything showing up there, in myself..
outside myself.
Over those years I’ve learnt to stop wishing things were different, to accept life how it is for me.. to
accept all the feelings I have about it, good and bad. Just "sitting" .. I’ve learnt to step back and
observe myself.
And to realise, at source, we’re all one.
I’d tried many things, mindfulness, quakers.. various teachers.. but all that has fallen away. In the
silence of a "sit" ( zen meditation) I come face to face with myself, and also with the divine.
I have my Roshi, ( zen group leader) to guide me when needed.
We lasted all through covid, on zoom.. I’ve learnt too to lead the meetings, which would have
horrified me once.. (hating being the centre of attention. ) The only other thing that has changed my
life, in terms of spiritual places/ teachings.. has been the Findhorn community.
With love to you all.. 💚💚💚💚 Linda Baker
“ make of yourself a light “ Buddha

Linda's Page - Environmental Arts Therapy (EAT) - Linda Toms
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EAT is therapy that is based outside.
It can be fun and community building as well as enabling us to connect with our inner self in a
different way to therapy that is purely talk based. EAT is a relation of Eco psychotherapy which seeks
to help us understand our relationships in the context of the natural life of the planet.

11 -

In EAT we can connect with the cycles of nature and have an opportunity to look at how what is
happening in nature can be reflected in our own inner and outer lives. EAT can also link into the
mythology of nature, as well us giving us a deep feeling of bei ng nurtured and held.
EAT therapists work one to one with clients or with groups and hold a safe space for participants to
observe, create art around life themes and speak about what arises.
I am part of a local EAT group that meets monthly in the local woods in Essex. There are general
references at the end of this article if you want to find out more about EAT.
*
In our local group we meet and walk to a sheltered spot.
We have a grounding meditation to bring us fully into the present, some gentle Qi Gong to bring us
into the body, and a sensory exercise to open our senses to what is around us. We then move to
another space, maybe near water, to create our artwork.
Our artwork is focussed on a seasonal theme. We create an image, individually or collectively, using
only things from the forest floor. We speak about what the image we created means for us, and
often it brings our current life themes more strongly into focus. The rest of the group listen and hold
space for us. In most cases we destroy our artwork before we leave our sacred space.
We then close the space with a meditation, and then walk back chatting in a general way.
We always look at the trees or plants that are represented at that time of the year. For example, ivy
both clings, smothers, and protects. It can remind us of loyalty, rapid growth, and tenacity. It can
also help us notice any areas of life where we feel restricted.

I love this work outside in nature. For me, when I am outside, I feel soothed and secure whatever is
happening in my life. I had a long experience of being in Jungian psychotherapy in the nineties.
It was extremely valuable to me at that time. I have changed a lot over the years and the work that I
do now in nature allows me to get out of my head and connect with myself in deep and sometimes
unexpected ways. It also is a partner to being a spiritual companion, and a lover of Celtic traditions.

References.
Towards an Eco psychotherapy - Mary-Jane Rust 2020
Environmental Arts Therapy and the Tree of Life – Ian Siddons Heginworth 2008
With Nature in Mind- Andy McGeeney 2016
Nature Therapy Online Podcasts
With love Linda

Who We Are — And Why

The Spiritual Companions Trust is a UK educational charity and team of friendly people dedicated to
a better world.
We work at the interface of spirituality and wellbeing.
We developed and deliver the UK's only vocational qualification in practical spirituality and wellness.
We are also proud to administer the UK Register of Spiritual Caregivers, which has a particular
awareness of the 'spiritual-not-religious' community.
We support everyone in developing their own definition of spirituality, but we have a definition that
we find works in most circumstances.
Spirituality is everyone's natural connection with the wonder and energy of life — and the instinct
to explore its meaning.
The question that we love to ask is this:
In what circumstances do you most easily connect with the wonder and energy of life?
In a challenging world, it is always good to connect with a greater reality. Alongside all the difficulties
here on planet Earth, the cosmos is essentially benevolent and filled with a loving presence. If we
connect with that loving presence, with that Source, it supports our own development and
wellbeing, and spills over to benefit all those around us too.

Contributions? Ideas? Contact us at editor@spiritualcompanions.org

For upcoming issues we warmly welcome contributions from our readers and colleagues. We want
to hear from you — and build our community! 💚
Tells us about your life's purpose or journey, your hobbies, where you find peace, a book that
changed your life, or perhaps something you are passionate about and want to share with our
community.
If you have an article you wish to contribute, large or small please contact us by emailing editor@spiritualcompanions.org. We would love to hear from you!
Love and Compassion eMagazine is published by the Spiritual Companions Trust (UK educational
charity No: 1155777) and the UK Register of Spiritual Caregivers.
spiritualcompanions.org
This issue September 2022 — Gratitude to Janine Faith for her initiative and editing.

